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In-depth studies of behavioural factors in road accidents using conventional

methods are often inconclusive and costly. In a series of studies exploring
alternative approaches, 200 cross-¯ ow junction road accidents were sampled from

the ® les of Nottinghamshire Constabulary, UK, coded for computer analysis
using a specially devised `Tra� c Related Action Analysis Language’ , and then

examined using diŒerent computational and statistical techniques. The present
study employed an AI machine-learning method based on Quinlan’ s `ID3’

algorithm to create decision trees distinguishing the characteristics of accidents
that resulted in injury or in damage only; accidents of young male drivers; and

those of the relatively more and less dangerous situations. For example the
severity of accidents involving turning onto a main road could be determined with

79% accuracy from the nature of the other vehicle, season, junction type, and
whether the Turner failed to notice another road user. Accidents involving young

male drivers could be identi® ed with 77% accuracy by knowing if the junction
was complex, and whether the Turner waited or slowed before turning.

1. Introduction

Behavioural factors in road accidents are di� cult to study by traditional research

methods for a number of reasons (Clarke et al. 1998). Accidents are relatively

unpredictable and infrequent, so direct observation is often impossible. Statistical

comparisons of accident rates for diŒerent kinds of driver and circumstance leave

out `the various stages in the causal sequence’ (Wagenaar and Reason 1990: 1373).

Multidisciplinary Accident Investigation (MDAI) teams also have a number of

disadvantages. As Grayson and Hakkert (1987: 42) point out, `In spite of the

tremendous amount of information collected in this type of study, the de ® nitive

conclusions reached on the crash process are very limited’ .

Simple self-report studies using interviews and questionnaires with accident-

involved road users are limited by the inaccessibility of over-learned behaviours to

verbal report, and problems of post hoc interference or forgetting (Ericsson and

Simon 1980), as well as deliberate concealment of critical information. Most in-depth

accident studies use heterogeneous samples of accident types that make it di� cult to

® nd meaningful general patterns, even though case-study approaches usually work

best with tightly de® ned samples of similar accidents (England 1981, Midland 1992).
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On-the-spot accident investigations also tend to be biased towards injury accidents

and certain times of day.

Finally, most behavioural in-depth studies tend to sacri® ce the `glue’ of a rich

relational network in the data (Sheehy and Chapman 1988) because they only look

for complex patterns once the data have been aggregated over cases, rather than

® nding patterns in individual cases, and then aggregating those. This is a problem

since most data coding methods can only preserve the elements of a case and not the

structure, and the structural information, once lost, cannot be recovered by

subsequent analysis.

This study is one of a series aimed at developing and demonstrating alternative

approaches to accident causation research that could overcome many of these

problems. Each study explored a diŒerent way of describing and analysing police

case ® les describing right-turn junction accidents, sampled from the records of

Nottinghamshire Constabulary (the regional police force for the county of

Nottinghamshire, UK) for the year of 1988. [Note that in Britain, drivers drive on

the left side of the road, so a right turn involves crossing the oncoming stream of

tra� c when turning oŒa major road, and two converging streams of tra� c when

turning onto a major road. In general the implications and hazards of this

manoeuvre are the same as a left turn in countries such as the USA and mainland

Europe, where the drivers drive on the right side of the road.]

Police ® les were chosen, partly because they were convenient and suitable for the

purpose; partly because they cover all locations in the region, all seasons and all

times of day; and partly in order to demonstrate that these methods can provide an

eŒective way of using this large body of relatively neglected data. Police reports have

sometimes been used for similar purposes before, for instance by Fell (1976), who

advocated their use in the development of `accident causal schemata’ . Massie et al.

(1993: 255) produced typologies for collision avoidance strategies using approxi-

mately 200 police ® les, concluding that `The review of selected police accident reports

is an essential element of the analytic process’ .

Following the recommendations of Grayson and Hakkert (1987), a speci® c type

of accident was targeted in order to cut down the diversity of the sample, and thus

improve the chances of getting meaningful results that were consistent across cases.

Right-turning accidents, either onto or oŒa more major road, were chosen because

they met the following criteria.

(1) They occurred with su� cient frequency in Nottinghamshire to give a large

enough pool of accidents to sample.

(2) There was a reasonably long chain of separable events leading up to the

accident, which was important since some of the analyses focused

particularly on sequences of events.

(3) This class of accident is of special interest to researchers, in its own right.

Older drivers are over-represented (Moore et al. 1982, Viano et al. 1990,

Verhaegen 1995), so with an ageing population and their greater suscept-

ibility from side impacts (Viano et al. 1990), it seems that the human and

® nancial cost of this type of accident will increase with time, just as the

incidence of other types of accident is decreasing.

In a previous study (Clarke et al. 1998), the authors had investigated the same

sample of cases using a genetic algorithm to generate predictive rules that would
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discriminate injury from damage-only accidents, for example. This procedure has

proved to be eŒective for searching the enormous `space’ of possible rules. It is

not only quick and straightforward to carry out, but it also tends to converge

rapidly on near optimal sets of rules with most kinds of data. It captures linear

and non-linear relationships in and between the qualitative and quantitative,

sequential and static data, in a way that is impossible with most other statistical

techniques. A number of interesting discriminators were found, but the technique

suŒered from two main disadvantages. First, the algorithm (like the evolutionary

mechanism on which it is modelled) is non-deterministic, so that diŒerent runs of

the same procedure with the same data give somewhat diŒerent outcomes. Up to

a point this is an advantage, in that it allows the robustness of the ® ndings to be

assessed. Second, the rules were quite hard to interpret in some cases. For

instance, one of the best rules for discriminating injury from damage-only

accidents, as output by the program, was:

!((OLD1 > SLOWSTOP) | (SLOWSTOP > WINTER))

This requires a considerable amount of further knowledge and eŒort to translate

into its natural language equivalent:

In winter (December, January or February):

EITHER

The Turner is 60 or over

OR

The Turner is under 60 but does not slow down then stop

In other seasons (March to November):

The Turner is 60 or more but does not slow down then stop.

[Throughout, the person or vehicle making the right turn is called the `Turner’ and

the person or vehicle they collide with is called the `Collider’ .]

To avoid such problems of interpretation, the present study used a diŒerent

machine-learning program called BID3, based on Quinlan’ s (1986) `ID3’

algorithm, which is deterministic, and produces outputs that are easier to

understand.

2. Method

2.1. Data collection

2.1.1. Case selection: Two hundred police case-® les on right-turning accidents were

randomly selected from the records held at police headquarters for Nottinghamshire,

UK (Nottinghamshire Constabulary) for 1988, to include 100 right-turns oŒa main

road and 100 right-turns onto a main road. Of these, 16 were excluded for one or

more of the following reasons:

(1) the accident occurred at a roundabout (these were excluded to reduce the

heterogeneity of the sample);
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(2) there was insu� cient data on the police report to allow the accident to be

reliably coded; or

(3) the accident had been mis-classi® ed as a right turn.

2.1.2. Coding : The remaining 184 cases were each coded by one of two coders.

Ninety of these were accidents turning onto, and 94 were turning oŒ, a major road.

`Static features’ were recorded (such as weather and road conditions, time of day,

carriageway type, and so on) together with the sequence of events making up the

accident. After the initial coding, each accident was independently checked by a

second coder, and any discrepancies resolved, in consultation with a third coder

where necessary.

A ® nal check of inter-coder reliability was carried out by setting a rule-® nder

program (BEAGLE Ð `Bionic Evolutionary Algorithm Generating Logical

Expressions’ ) to try to predict which accidents had been coded by which coder.

Where the rule-® nder was successful, it not only indicated the presence of an

inter-coder discrepancy but also described its nature. On the ® rst pass, some

such rules were found, so all accidents were checked by both coders jointly and

idiosyncratic codings were removed. After this the rule-® nder was used again,

and failed to ® nd any eŒective rules to discriminate one coder’ s work from the

other’ s, which is as it should be. Missing information was handled by contacting

the people involved in the accident, or the attending police o� cers, or else by

visiting the accident site to gather further information. The research was carried

out several years after the accidents had occurred, so there was no question of

investigating crash scenes per se while relevant physical evidence was still

present.

This set of 184 coded cases makes up the core of the `Nottingham Accident

Database for Right Turns’ (NAD/RT).

2.2. Decision trees as data descriptors

The analysis used a modi® ed version of one of the better known machine-learning

algorithms, Quinlan’ s (1986) `ID3’ . Details are given in the appendix. This algorithm

was chosen as it is computationally e� cient and expresses its output in the form of

decision trees. These have the advantage that they are relatively easy to understand,

even by untrained users (unless they are very complicated).

A decision tree consists of nodes and arcs (or branches). Each node in the tree

represents a test or question about the case being considered. There are branches

starting from each node for every possible outcome of the test. In the present study

only binary attributes were used, so each node could only have two branches at

most.

To classify an example case, using a decision tree, a path must be followed

through the tree starting from the root. At each node the appropriate branch is

followed. That is the branch corresponding to the result of the current test.

When there are no more branches to follow (that is a `leaf’ or `terminal’ node

has been reached) a prediction about the current case can be read oŒ. For

example, to make a prediction about a particular case using ® gure 1 below, ® rst

check if the Collider was a pedestrian or cyclist. If not, check if the accident

occurred in winter (de® ned here as December, January or February). If not,

check if it occurred at a complex junction. If not, it is most likely to have been

a damage-only accident. Other cases may give diŒerent outcomes to these
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questions leading into other branches of the tree, and hence to diŒerent

predictions about severity.

3. Results

3.1. Injury versus non-injury accidents

The most important feature of an accident is its severity. To look at relationships

bearing on the severity of right-turning accidents, the authors ® rst segregated the

`Onto’ (turning onto a major road) from the `OŒ’ (turning oŒ a major road)

accidents, as the authors already knew that these categories have diŒerent causal

structures, and then applied the BID3 program to each subset separately.

3.1.1. `Onto’ accidents: The Onto sample of 90 accidents contained 32 that resulted

in injury to at least one of the participants and 58 that resulted in damage only.

When given the task of growing (and pruning) a decision tree to classify accident

records as either injury or damage-only accidents the program produced the decision

tree shown in ® gure 1.

Figure 1. `Onto’ accidents: injury versus non-injury.
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One can amplify the `message’ of this tree by taking the three terminal nodes with

more than 10 cases and re-expressing them as IF/THEN rules.

IF Collider on a two-wheeler or on foot

THEN Injurious (83% injury accidents).

= = =

IF Collider is NOT two-wheeler or pedestrian

AND Season is winter (Dec, Jan, Feb)

AND Turner fails to notice another road user

THEN Injurious (59% injury accidents).

= = =

IF Collider NOT two-wheeler or pedestrian

AND Season is NOT winter

AND Junction has less than 4 arms

THEN Minor (14% injury accidents).

To sum up: the main problems with the Onto turns appear from this analysis to

be colliding with an unprotected road user or failure to notice another road user in

winter.

3.1.2. `OŒ’ accidents: A similar procedure was applied to OŒaccidents, of which 47

resulted in injury and the same number, 47, resulted in damage only.

The full tree for discriminating injury from damage-only OŒaccidents had 16

terminal nodes. The pruned tree has only 6, but still predicts over 42% of the

redundancy in the outcome data, which is essentially equivalent to accounting for

42% of the variance in a binary dependent variable. This tree is shown in ® gure 2.

Here, once again, the most important variable is the vehicle-size of the Collider,

with pedestrians and two-wheelers being implicated in more than half of the injury

accidents. Translation of the whole tree into a rule-based notation is slightly less

simple in this case, but rules for the two largest terminal nodes (covering 73 out of

the 94 cases) are given below:

IF Collider is on two wheels or on foot

AND Collider is NOT approaching from behind

THEN Injurious (95% injury accidents).

= = =

IF Collider is NOT on two wheels or on foot

AND Turner does NOT pull over from an inner to an

outer lane just prior to the turn

AND Turner is NOT on two wheels

THEN Minor (23% injury accidents).

3.2. Severity in `model’ accidents

This takes us some way towards tentative safety recommendations, but not quite far

enough. To get closer to this goal, a subset intended to serve as model examples for

the tree-growing process was extracted from the Onto cases. For this collateral

information was used from the authors’ own and other studies, in particular the fact

that middle-aged drivers are generally safer than either young or old drivers. Two

contrasting sub-types were selected:
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(1) injury accidents where the Turner was under 25 years of age or over 59 years

of age; and

(2) non-injury accidents where the Turner was aged 35 to 55 years.

The former category will be labelled for the purposes of this paper, `goats’ and

the latter `sheep’ . (It will be apparent that one is trying to make up for the lack of

baseline data by treating the sheep as instances of almost-safe behaviour, or

surrogate safe turns, and the goats as presumptive high-risk behaviour. It will

equally be apparent that there are pitfalls in such an identi® cation, if the selection

criteria for the contrasting groups are inappropriate. The terms `sheep’ and `goats’

are borrowed from the expression `separating the sheep from the goats’ , meaning the

goodies from the baddies. The saying came originally from the King James Bible Ð

Matthew 25: 32 ± 33, and is still present in many modern editions, such as The New

English Bible 1961.)

Figure 2. `OŒ’ accidents: injury versus non-injury.
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3.2.1. `Onto’ accidents: When required to separate the 12 sheep from the 19 goats in

the Onto accidents, the BID3 program produced the decision tree given in ® gure 3.

Here it is an easy matter to translate the tree into a set of conditional rules:

IF Season is winter (Dec, Jan, Feb)

THEN High risk (91% injury accidents)

ELSE IF Collider on two wheels or on foot

THEN High risk (100% injury accidents)

ELSE IF Turner fails to slow down prior to turn

THEN High risk (80% injury accidents)

ELSE Low risk (17% injury accidents).

Figure 3. `Onto’ accidents: `sheep’ versus `goats’ .
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In a nutshell, the program has highlighted three main risk factors when turning right

onto a road with right of way: whether it is winter, whether the (potential) Collider is

inside a protecting vehicle, and whether the driver slows before the turning

manoeuvre. Only one, slowing down, is fully under the control of the Turner,

although increased vigilance for two-wheelers and special caution during the winter

might also be recommended as appropriate responses.

3.2.2. `OŒ’ accidents: An even simpler picture emerges from looking at the tree for

discriminating `sheep’ (13 cases) from `goats’ (18 cases) among the OŒ accidents.

This tree is given in ® gure 4.

Figure 4. `OŒ’ accidents: `sheep’ versus ’goats’ .
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The tree can be summed up as stating that if the Turner is in a protective vehicle

and correctly appreciates the situation ahead then there is unlikely to be an injury as

a result of the turn. Note that here it is the size of the Turner’ s rather than the

Collider’ s vehicle that matters.

To the extent that the sheep and goats exemplify better and worse driving

behaviour, the following recommendations emerge for road-users turning right oŒa

road with right of way: take extra care if driving a two-wheeler, and be especially

attentive to oncoming tra� c. It would be unsurprising to ® nd that these two simple

precautions are necessary, but more remarkably they seem to be su� cient to capture

as much of the diŒerence between sheep and goats as any combination of variables in

these data. A corollary of this is that rear-end and side-on collisions tend to be less

severe than accidents involving a Collider approaching from ahead of the Turner.

3.3. Young male drivers versus the rest

Another distinction that was investigated was between young male drivers and the

rest. Numerous studies (Parker 1990, Manstead et al. 1990) have highlighted the

importance of this particular distinction in road-safety research.

3.3.1. `Onto’ accidents: Of the 78 Onto accidents where the age and gender of the

Turner could be reliably ascertained, 25 involved drivers who were male and under

the age of 25 years (known from national statistics to be a group with a high

proportion of `problem ’ road users). The BID3 program produced a decision tree for

separating this group from the rest and which is shown in ® gure 5.

After pruning, this tree contained only four leaf nodes, yet still accounted for

over 40% of the redundancy in the outcome data.

The most important single variable was the complexity of the junction. Of the 13

cases at a junction with 4 or more arms, none involved a young male Turner:

IF Junction has 4 or more arms

THEN NOT young male (0% young males)

IF Junction has only 3 arms

AND Turner does NOT wait

AND Turner does NOT slow down prior to manoeuvre

THEN Young male (89% young males).

3.3.2. `OŒ’ accidents: Of the 92 OŒ accidents where the age and gender of the

Turner were known, 23 involved male drivers under the age of 25 years. The pruned

tree for discriminating this group from older and/or female drivers is given in ® gure

6.

The picture here is less clear than in the previous cases, although it seems that if

an accident arises when the Turner gets an invitation to proceed by another road

user, and does NOT involve a failure to notice another road user by the Turner, and

does NOT take place in the evening (18:00 to 23:59 h), then it is highly unlikely to

involve a young male driver. In fact, young males tend to have their right turning

accidents on two-wheelers or on urban roads, although the pruned tree does not

show this very well. The present study does not indicate how much of this

preponderance is due to exposure diŒerences.
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3.4. To stop or not to stop

The tree-growing program was also applied to a behavioural factor that was known

to be important from other work on the NAD/RT database, namely the question of

whether drivers stopped or not prior to turning right onto a road with right of way.

(Overall 54/90 = 60% of Turners involved in Onto accidents did stop before

turning.)

The resultant decision tree has six leaf nodes and accounts for only 22% of the

redundancy in the outcome variable, so it is not given in full; but one node is of

Figure 5. `Onto’ accidents: young males.
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interest in identifying a distinctive cluster of `non-stoppers’ . It is expressed below as a

conditional rule:

IF It is dark

AND Turner is male

AND Season is NOT winter (i.e. month is M arch

to November)

AND Turner is under 60 years old

THEN Turner does NOT stop (12/13 = 92% non-stoppers).

This throws some more light, indirectly, on the behaviour of younger male

drivers, since this subgroup consists mainly of non-elderly males.

The main contrasting group of `stoppers’ can be described as follows:

IF It is NOT dark

AND Turner is NOT driving a two-wheeler

THEN Turner does stop (39/51 = 77% stoppers).

Figure 6. `OŒ’ accidents: young males.
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It might seem strange that drivers are less inclined to stop prior to turning in the

dark than in daylight, but two possible reasons suggest themselves: ® rst, that drivers

may well expect less tra� c in darkness, and second that they may rely on

approaching headlights to signal the presence of another vehicle (which they cannot

do in the daytime).

3.5. Gender diŒerences

Having segregated Onto from OŒ accidents some evidence was found for gender

diŒerences in the sense that the decision trees appeared to isolate some typically

masculine accident types, that is accidents without a single female Turner in the

selected subgroup. For Onto accidents the masculine accident type can be

characterized as follows:

IF Turner does NOT stop prior to turn

AND Speed limit is less than 35 m.p.h.

AND Junction is NOT controlled by tra� c lights

THEN Turner is male (25/25 = 100% male drivers).

For OŒ accidents there were two masculine subgroups, which have been

combined and characterized as follows:

IF Time is evening (18:00 to 23:59 h)

OR On a major road during spring (March, April, May)

THEN Turner is male (33/33 = 100% male drivers).

It may not be wise, however, to place much emphasis on these prima facie gender

diŒerences, since the pruned tree for discriminating male from female Turners in

Onto accidents accounted for only 30% of the outcome redundancy, and only 23%

in OŒaccidents.

4. Discussion

The present study had two main aims:

(1) to demonstrate the feasibility of using inductively derived decision trees as

compact descriptors of relations among variables in behavioural road-

accident causation research; and

(2) to examine the relationship between severity and certain causal factors in

right-turning accidents.

The ® rst aim appears to have been met. Tree-growing algorithms can be a useful

addition to the researcher’ s range of data-analytic techniques, provided that

appropriate pruning strategies are used to guard against the danger of over® tting.

Pruned decision trees are typically compact and readily intelligible, and

suggestive, in ways that more conventional techniques such as regression or linear

discriminant function analysis are often not.

W ith regard to the second aim, the claims must be more tentative. The tree-

growing program discovered some simple but meaningful associations between

severity and a number of background factors for both Onto and OŒaccidents. The

resulting decision trees tell a story that has fairly clear safety implications. However,
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decision trees have been used here simply as exploratory descriptive devices, so the

speci® c conclusions can only be regarded as signposts to further research.

4.1. Main ® ndings

4.1.1. Severity: This study shows that the key risk factors are:

(1) pulling over to an outside lane just prior to the turn,

(2) collision with oncoming tra� c,

(3) failure to slow down,

(4) colliding with a two-wheeler or pedestrian,

(5) riding a two-wheeler, and

(6) failing to notice another road user (especially in winter).

This is a similar pattern of ® ndings to the earlier rule-® nder study (Clarke et al.

1998), which also detected factors (1), (3), (4) and (6) as major risks. Factor (2) did

not emerge until the tree-growing technique was applied to the data in the present

study. Factor (5) is really a characteristic of young drivers rather than severe

accidents, according to the rule-® nder study, but it appears as a risk factor here

because the `sheep versus goats’ analysis has combined age and severity information

in estimating risk.

Some of this is unremarkable, but then one of the drawbacks of using machine

learning methods in this way is that, unlike hypothesis testing procedures, they cannot

be set to home in selectively on patterns that are novel or important. Instead, they ® nd

all the regularities in the data that meet their search criteria. Collision with oncoming

tra� c is perhaps the most obvious of the factors that increase severity. Colliding with

a two-wheeler or pedestrian also seems bound to involve more serious injuries than

similar collisions with people in enclosed vehicles, but it is useful to have a reminder of

the special care that should be taken towards such vulnerable road users. Failure to

slow down, however, might be expected to in¯ uence the probability of an accident

rather than its severity, likewise failing to notice another road user, and it was quite

unexpected that this should aŒect severity most in the winter. Pulling over to an

outside lane just prior to the turn was also unexpected as a severity factor, and it is

unclear as yet what part this plays in the accident mechanism. It may simply be an

indication of a multi-lane junction, and therefore probably a faster road, with more

columns of tra� c to collide with or be crushed between.

4.1.2. Gender diŒerences: The decision-tree analyses, unlike the rule ® nder used on the

NAD/RT database previously, did ® nd some apparent gender diŒerences, although

the eŒects were weak. Young males are more distinctive as a group than males in

general. They have their `Onto’ accidents at simpler junctions, and by not waiting or

slowing before the turn. They have their `OŒ’ accidents most typically on two-wheelers

or on urban roads, and tend not to be invited to turn by another road-user, but

probably fail to notice another road user and have the accident in the evening.

4.2. Methodology

Two methodological conclusions are suggested by this study.

(1) Decision-tree growing is a viable exploratory method in road-accident data

analysis, provided that an adequate tree-pruning mechanism is incorporated.
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Tree-pruning is important to reduce the problem of over-® tting. In Clarke et

al. (1998), over-® tting was avoided by splitting the data into separate training

and test sets, and inducing discriminating rules from the training set, but only

accepting those that performed adequately on the test set. Clearly that tends

to eliminate any rules that do not generalize well. There is no equivalent of

tree-pruning that can be used with such rules. With the method used here

however, tree-pruning is available, and is the more e� cient safeguard to use

against over-® tting, with all available cases going into the training set.

(2) The `sheep-versus-goats’ approach, the use of specially selected subsets for

presentation to the learning program, raises important issues that warrant

further investigation. This procedure, which was intended as a kind of

`contrast enhancement’ , is analogous to presenting hand-picked `archetypal’

cases to a human student to assist the learning process. At present it can only be

justi® ed informally, but the idea of selecting particularly `bad’ accidents and

contrasting them with especially minor ones, using more than just severity

information as the criterion, may usefully extend the kinds of induced exposure

measure available (Carr 1969, Haight 1973), even though the selection criteria

used here (middle-aged drivers in non-injury accidents contrasted with young

or old drivers involved in injury accidents) may not be ideal.

Further progress depends on ® nding a better method for demarcating sheep

(surrogate safe turns) from goats (genuinely bad accidents). Any demarcation rule

must, of course, be objective Ð otherwise the tree-growing program will only pick up

and reformulate the selector’ s preconceived notions about safe and dangerous

driving.

Overall, it is hoped that this study will help to open up new modes of road-accident

research that provide a viable compromise between traditional in-depth studies and

nomothetic research. They have the potential of being cheaper than traditional in-

depth studies, but at the same time, more informative about behavioural details than

conventional statistical analyses of large aggregated data sets.
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Appendix

Quinlans’ s ID3 (Interactive Dichotomizer 3, 1986) is a general-purpose rule-

induction program. It requires a set of cases of known types (such as injury accidents

and damage-only accidents, for example) and with a number of known features

(such as the time of day, the type of vehicles involved, the type of junction involved,

and so on). The program automatically creates an optimized decision tree showing

how the features of a case can best be used to predict its type.

In a simple invented example the initial data might look like this

First the program considers all cases in the training set and tries to divide them into

the appropriate types using just one feature. Its success at doing this is measured by

the entropy (the surprise value, or uncertainty) of the classi® cation it produces.

Entropy is given by the formula:

Entropy 5
i

w iE i

where for the ith branch of the tree, w i is its weight (the proportion of cases on that

branch) and ei is its entropy, as given by:

E i 5 2
j

p jlog2p j

where for the jth type of case to be found on that branch, p j is its probability,

estimated from the training data.

Having tried to do this with each feature in turn, the one that works best Ð the

one that gives the lowest entropy Ð becomes the ® rst, or root, node in the tree, with

branches arising from it for each of the possible values it could have.

In the example above, the program might begin by trying to sort injury accidents

from damage only accidents according to whether the junction was complex or not.

The outcome would be:

Simple junction: 3 damage-only accidents, 2 injury accidents

Complex junction: 0 damage-only accidents, 3 injury accidents

Hence the entropy for this feature would be:

Entropy (sim p le ) = Ð (0.6log20.6+ 0.4log20.4)

Entropy (com p lex) = Ð (0.0log20.0+ 1.0log21.0)

Entropy (to tal) = 0.625 ´ Entropy (sim p le )+ 0.375 ´ Entropy(co m plex ) = 0.607

Feature

Junction? Time? What was hit? Type

Simple

Complex
Simple
Simple

Simple
Simple

Complex
Complex

Day

Night
Night
Day

Night
Night

Night
Day

Car

Car
Truck
Pedestrian

Pedestrian
Car

Pedestrian
Car

Damage-only

Injury
Damage-only
Injury

Injury
Damage-only

Injury
Injury
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Similarly the entropy values for the features `Time’ and `What was hit’ are 0.955

and 0.500, respectively, so `What was hit’ is the best single feature for distinguishing

injury from damage-only accidents. This would provide the starting point, or root

node, of the tree, which at this stage would look like ® gure 7a.

For cases where a pedestrian or a truck is hit, the program need go no further.

The tree already speci® es a single type for each case Ð injury or damage-only. For

the cases where a car is hit, however, the type is still uncertain, so the process repeats

for these cases alone, using the remaining features `Time’ and `Junction’ . In this way,

the cycle continues, elaborating the tree as it goes, until all the end branches in the

Figure 7. (a) Root node of hypothetical tree; (b) complete hypothetical tree.
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tree correspond to a single pure type of case. In the example here, the best feature for

dealing with the remaining uncertainty about accidents where a car was hit, turns out

to be `Junction’ , and it classi ® es those remaining cases perfectly, giving the ® nal form

of the tree, shown in ® gure 7b.

This procedure works well with perfect, noise-free data, such as chess end-games,

but when applied to noisy data it tends to generate large, complex discrimination

trees that ® t the training instances well but generalize poorly to unseen cases. This

problem Ð not unique to ID3 Ð is known as over® tting.

To guard against it, modern versions of ID3, and similar algorithms, generally

incorporate tree-pruning or simpli® ction mechanisms (Quinlan 1987). Simpli® cation

can be achieved either by halting the tree-growing process early (pre-pruning) or by

growing the decision tree to its full extent and then cutting oŒbranches that cover

too few training instances to be statistically reliable (post-pruning). It is generally

found that post-pruning is preferable to pre-pruning (Brieman et al. 1984, Niblett

1987), since it partly compensates for the fact that the ID3 algorithm does not

explicitly look ahead.

In general, a pruned tree will have leaf nodes with a mixture of example types,

and hence will not perfectly classify the training data. However, once over-® tting

has been eliminated, the tree provides a more economical description of the

relationship between the features in the data and the diŒerent types of cases.

Pruned decision trees are also more accurate than unpruned ones on the whole, on

unseen data.

The pruning program used for this study (TREEMIN) employs a method of

post-pruning based on information theory that has been described in detail elsewhere

(Forsyth et al. 1994). Essentially, it views the decision tree as an encoding scheme,

following W olŒ(1982, 1991), and computes its cost as the sum of its own size and the

size of the encoded outcome data.

The cost of a tree is computed as the sum of the costs attached to all its leaf

nodes:

cost( tree) 5
i

cost(nodei)

The cost of each leaf node has two components, the cost attributable to the node

itself and the cost of the subset of training cases it classi® es (assuming optimal

encoding):

cost(nodei) 5 d i 1 E i 3 ni

where d i is the depth of the node concerned (the number of steps down from the root

of the tree), E i is the mean entropy of the outcome data at that node (calculated as

above), and n i is the number of cases sorted to that node.

The depth of a node (d i) provides a good measure of its cost because TREEMIN

at present deals only with binary decision trees. Hence to reach a node at depth d

implies that d binary choices have been made. This is a one-oŒcost that is incurred

by having that node in the alphabet of symbols used to encode the training data, and

is set against any savings that can be achieved by using that node to compress the

data.

The second component of the cost function

E i 3 n i
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uses standard information-theoretic principles to calculate the cost, in bits, of an

optimal HuŒman coding (Abramson 1963) of the outcome data from the number of

times positive and negative instances reach nodei.

In this way both the size of the tree and the size of the encoded data are measured

in a `common currency’ , namely information-theoretic bits (Shannon and Weaver

1949, Abramson 1963, Edwards 1964). Hence, the cost of making the tree over-

elaborate can be balanced against the cost of making imprecise classi® cations

because the tree is too simple. The function of cost against size reaches a minimum

when the tree has been pruned most e� ciently, which is the criterion that has been

used here.

TREEM IN’s method of tree pruning has a number of advantages over

previously published methods. It is easy to compute. It uses all the data (unlike

cross-validation, which requires splitting the full data-set into two or more sets). It

does not need any ®̀ ddle factors’ such as coe� cients weighting tree-size against

error-rate, or the setting of an arbitrary signi® cance level. It does not depend on any

assumptions from sampling theory such as Gaussian noise distribution, nor does it

attempt to estimate parameters such as variance or standard error. It is founded on a

rational principle: get all the information in the data but only the information in the

data, and it uses Shannon’ s information theory as the soundest basis for

operationalizing that principle.

However, it is worth noting that an alternative pruning method, in which leaf

nodes were trimmed back until x 2
for the resulting discriminations was signi® cant at

p < 0 × 01, produced similar (often idential) trees to those shown here. So the precise

nature of the tree-pruning method used seems less important than the fact that some

kind of suitable precaution was taken against over® tting.

The original unpruned trees contained all the material and features shown in the

results here. The only diŒerence was that the originals had additional `twigs’ at the

bottom, representing further and ® ner discriminations that were of doubtful general

validity. The trees as shown here have had nothing added or altered in the pruning

process.

The particular software used for this study is not generally available, although

Quinlan’ s latest version of ID3, called C5, is on the web at:

http://www.rulequest.com

Parts of this appendix were adapted from Forsyth (1989) and Clark (1990).
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